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Jack Venrick
From:
To:
Sent:
Attach:

Subject:

"Jack Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
"AJack R. Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
Thursday, June 12, 2008 4:25 PM
So it appears that Arctic ice isn't vanishing after all.eml; Re_ CO2 management.eml; GLOBAL WARMING IS OVER!.eml; Dr. Willie
Soon on the Glenn Beck Show.eml; ANNOUNCEMENT 3_10- DR. WILLIE SOON, GOOD NEIGHBOR FORUM, POLAR BEARS AND
USA TODAY!.eml; Re_ FW_ Global Warming faces a Cold Shower in New York..eml; Global Warming and Nature's Thermostat.eml;
2003 - KYOTO DEBUNKED - Redux.eml; New Data Shows Gore Is Wrong, Hillary Nails Obama.eml; Green Fact vs Fiction FYI.eml
Did You Know That - Senator Cantwell?

"In fact we are in an epoch cooling trend with relatively diminished CO2. Check out the chart
above.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/1577399/Christopher-Booker'sNotebook.html#continue
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Lost my source link on this, use key word searches to find
June 12, 2008
To:
Senator Green Cantwell
Senator Murray
Representative Reichert
The Gang Green in Olympia, Washington, Seattle & King Communist County

Regarding your statement below extracted from your letter to me below:
"As you know, scientists have conclusively determined that an ongoing buildup of greenhouse gas emissions, including carbon dioxide,
methane, and nitrous oxide, is causing the Earth's climate to warm and could lead to drought, flooding, and other catastrophic natural
disasters"

This is a patent lie and complete one side hoax propagated by those who benefit from the grant
money, i.e. academia, UN, environmental extreme and government. Hundreds of independent
scientist with no stake in this green gagging game have debauched this long ago. I have attached
attached some prior email articles on this subject for your study. This only a few of the 160
articles I have gathered over the years. Due to the size of the ariticles I cannot include them all.
all. If you or your staff wish to have all of this research let me know and I will forward.
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In fact we are in an epoch cooling trend with relatively diminished CO2. Just the opposite of
your so called "scientist" claim. Check out the chart above. Y our source of information is highly
highly prejudiced, i.e. they are getting paid to generate outcome based research which goes
against basic scientific community principals that all scientific research does not become
accepted fact until there is a CONSENSUS A MOUNG INDEPENDENT PEER REVIEW.
OTHER INDEPENDENT SCIENTISTS A ND ENGINEERS MUST BE A BLE TO
DUPLICA TE THE FINDINGS BEY OND ANY QUESTION BEFORE A THEORY BECOMES
BECOMES A FA CT LET A LONE PUBLIC POLICY .
Y our constant repetition of this same green mantra does not make it true. Y our duty is to the
truth and your oath of office not to distortion and lies to pander to and secure your own career.
career. Y ou offer no independent proof of these one side self profiting scientific distortions.
Y ou offer no references. Y ou have no scientific credentials. Y et you are bragging about creating
creating energy and jobs and feel good measures based on nonsense.
There is no such thing as "alternative energy". It is a green hoax costing and using more energy than
producing. The only energy coming out of solar panels, wind turbines and fuel cells is the transfer of the
wages of private property owners to the pockets of more corrupt green politicians, green contractors, green
utility companies and green extreme groups.

GREEN GOVERNMENT POLITICIA NS LIKE Y OURSELF, GREEN A CEDEMIA , GREEN
EXTREME GROUPS A ND GREEN CONTRA CTORS






CA NNOT CREA TE COMMERCIA L VIA BLE ENERGY OUT OF GREEN TINKER
TOY S
 E.G. SOLAR PANELS, WIND TURBINES, FUEL CELLS.
 THESE TOYS CANNOT DELIVER HIGH AMPREAGE & VOLTAGE NECESSARY TO
TO POWER HOMES ECONOMICALLY
 THESE ARE GREEN TOYS SUBSIDIZED BY PEOPLE LIKE YOU TO EXTORT AND
AND EMPEZZLE PRIVATE PROPERTY OWERS
 GREEN SOURCES CANNOT STORE COMMERCIAL POWER TO ANY DEGREE OF
OF EFFICIENCY TO BE USEFUL
 NOR IS ARE THE SOURCES OF SUN AND WIND CONSISTENT
 NOR IS THE INVESTMENT ECONOMICALLY FEASIBILE
THROWING THE STA TE A ND FEDERA L GOVERNMENT INTO DEBT BRA GGING
Y OU ARE CREA TING ENERGY IS A FRA UDULENT LIE
Y OU HA VE NO CONSTITUTIONA L MA NDATE TO INVOLVE Y OURSELF IN FREE
MA RKET ENERGY PRODUCTION
 USING UNCONSTITUTIONA L DEBT A ND ILLEGITIMA TE TAXES UPON
STA TE CITIZENS
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PUBLIC UTILITES A RE PSUEDO GOVERNMENT CORPORA TIONS WHICH ARE
ILLEGITIMA TE AND UNCONSTITUTIONA L
Y OU ARE ONCE A GA IN STEA LING PRIVATE SECTOR BUSINESS
LEA VE THE FREE MA RKET A LONE, GET OUT OF OUR PRIVA TE A ND OUR
BUSINESS LIVES
Y OU HA VE NO JURISDICTION TO A PPROPRIATE FUNDING FOR ENERGY
Y OU HA VE NO A UTORITY LET A LONE A BILITY TO MA NAGE THE WEATHER
Y OU HA VE NOT BEEN GIVEN A UTHORITY BY A NY MA JORITY OF THE VOTERS
OR PEER REVIEW INDEPEDENT CONSENSUS
 TO PRODUCE OR TAKE OUT OF PRODUCTION A NY PUBLIC NA TURA L
RESOURCES
 Y OU DO THIS ONLY BY PANDERING TO THE FEDERA L GOVERNMENT SELF
SELF FULLFILLING GREEN "SCIENCE"
Y OU ARE VIOLA TING STA TE SOVEREIGNTY BY TA KING FEDERA L BRIBES
Y OU ARE FURTHER BINDING THE STA TE TO FEDERA L A ND EA STERN GREEN
EXTREME PIMPING POLICES
Y OU ARE CREA TING INCREASED DEPENDENCY A ND
FURTHER INDEPTEDNESS VIA GOVERNMENT GRANT PA RA DIGNS
Y OU ARE VIOLA TING Y OUR OA TH OF OFFICE TO KEEP US OUT OF DEBT
Y OU ARE VIOLA TING Y OUR OA TH OF OFFICE BY STEA LING PRIVA TE
PROPERTY A ND WAGES OF HA RD WORKING A MERICA NS
 VIA UNCONSTITUTIONA L PROPERTY TA XES
 VIA UNCONSTITUTIONA L STATE SA LES EXCISE TA XES DIRECTLY UPON
NA TURA L BORN FREE SOVEREIGN STA TE CITIZENS
 TO SUPPORT THIS GREEN HOAX
Y OU ARE TOTA LLY IGNORA NT OF BA SIC A MERICAN FOUNDING PRINCIPA LS
Y OU ARE TOTA LLY IGNORA NT OF BA SIC ENGINEERING PRINCIPA LS
Y OU AND Y OUR GREEN MOVEMENT HA VE DEVISTATED A MERICAN WOOD
AND ENERGY INDUSTRY
 AS WELL A S THE LIVES OF MILLIONS OF A MERICA NS
 Y OU GREEN DOGMA TIC RELIGION HA S THROWN THIS COUNTRY BA CK
INTO THE DA RK AGES

THE ONLY ECONOMICA L VIA BLE SOURCES OF ENERGY A RE FOSSIL FUEL A ND
NUCLEA R.
Man's contribution to the green house gasses, most of which is water vapor, is only .017%, i.e.
.00017.
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Climate changes are normal and have nothing to do with man.
It is only in the minds of ignorant Political green gullible people like yourself and your staff
staff
who extort more private & public property pandering to your eastern extreme mega
corporations

New scientific thinking is finding CO2 is coming off the ocean and life in the ocean, i.e. the
current short warming cycle is because of natural emission of CO2 from ocean warming because
because of the solar radiation cycles.










To go off on these insane green legislating tangents stealing our private and public lands and
and shutting down and over regulating our private and business lives is not only tyranny it is
is treasonous.
Y ou and your office and 99.9% of government have no scientific or engineering credentials
credentials to even think about this subject,
let alone extort every private property owners and business owner in the land over your
personal pathological green paranoia.
Government technical types are no more legitimate or believable.
They have a stake in the green taking game just like you to keep themselves employed.
How hard is this to figure out?

Why do you think the University of Washington takes 10% of Washington State's budget of 20
20 billion. They are part of this closed loop paradigm that feeds itself and all the green iron
triangle trying to create worthless programs out of nonsense tinker toys and Lincoln logs that
they try to sell to the ignorant public who don't know the difference between one amp and a
megawatt of power. I took the library of checking out some of the UW Electrical Engineering
student projects a few years ago. None of them can create energy for real world commercial
applications.

A s long as you continue to propagate these green lies,







A merica energy prices will rise and drive Americans to become home bound
and food will become more unaffordable.
There is absolutely no consensus that global warming is caused by man.
In fact there is a stronger case that this is a natural warming trend in a long term cooling
trend.
UN modeling of our weather into the future is a total scam,
 you cannot predict the future on the past
 and especially for highly complex multiple variant systems such as weather and energy
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To think you can guide such complex systems as our energy
usage, weather, land use and social lives

























is to make a fool of yourself, your party and your state
The forces that control us are called free choice, natural law and our unalienable rights
Y ou and your dam government have no control, no jurisdiction, no rights over our lives
let alone those force we use to make our lives
Y ou can no longer manipulate our rights, our free choices, our land, our energy, our
education and our privacy
This is called stealing, trespassing, treason, invasion of privacy, violation of the 9th
Amendment, to name a few
Y ou and your party and the government are warring on what God has given to us freely
Most of government is now municipal corporations which make the takings even more
illegitimate
The separation of branches and the creation of the several states and the federal
government have been torn down
Our borders have been torn down by illegitimate global forces
The supreme laws of the land have been ridiculed and watered down
God's law and the natural principal laws have been "lost"
Individual sovereignty and free will and the God given untouchable nature of private
property has been over run.
The war upon our birth rights is near victorious because of people like you
The current laws of the land are progressive, relative, changing, ungrounded and
unprincipled
Once you breech individual rights, unalienable rights, natural rights, private property rights
rights
 Y ou have no rights at all
 Y ou can easily steal for A and give it to B
 For any reason and cause
 Any legislation, administration, judication can quickly be passed to take from A and
give to B
 Nothing under the sun, is sacred
 when you discount the sacred boundaries of the home, land, lives, personal property.
County zoning, building codes, land and home restrictions are all unconstitutional
 These codes, regulations, statutes, etc. are not enforceable against natural born free
sovereign state Citizens
 They are only enforceable against the applicable government employees and those who
who live within their jurisdiction
 The irony is, that all of the King's horses and King's men have merely imprison
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themselves with their straggling maize of oppression





Natural born free sovereign state Citizens owe nothing to no one,
 did you know that Senator?
We owe no taxes, no land takings, no home takings, no water takings on
our private property,
 did you know that Senator?

The charade of taking by force from A and giving to B is over


Y our very birth into this world by God gave you a set of divine birth rights
 Even before there was a constitution,
 before laws of any kind,
 before the Bible,








you and I had these certain sacred bundle of birth rights,
 did you know that Senator?

But for some strange reason, we all developed amnesia over the last 232 years and gave
them up
Even more stranger than fiction, we have allowed tyranny to rule over divinity
We forgot our own God given sacred unalienable birth rights
We have allowed fools like you to rule over us thinking that is the way it is suppose to be

This is the beginning of the end for the Taking Era







The game is over
The debauchery is being systemically exposed
Y ou are perfectly capable of discovering all these truths
but you prefer to live in your self limiting box of narrow minded green and socialistic
ideologies
Y ou and all of the politicians like you..
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ARE A DISGRACE TO THE FOUNDING SELF EVIDENT TRUTHS THAT WE
ARE CREA TED FREE
AMERICA N'S A ND A MERICA WAS CREA TED TO BE COMPLETELY FREE
THESE TRUTHS A RE SELF EVIDENT IT SEEMS TO ONLY THOSE
AWA KENING A CROSS A MERICA
MA NIPULA TORS AND PLA NNERS WHO THINK THEY CA N CULL OUT THE
SPIRIT OF FREE CHOICE
 INTO PREPA CKA GED BOXES OF COMMUNITIES, RIDING BICY CLES
DOWN PA VED PA THS
 WILL NOT HA VE THEIR JOBS OR THEIR A RROGA NCE TO STAND ON
LONG

All government and especially the big two political parties most be thrown out. Until then we
must go around them quickly as they have done to us. It is takings as usual until each one of us
jerk up every government employee who is stalking our private property as well as our public
property. Government from small cities like my own Enumclaw, Washington to the federal
government are on a feeding frenzy of anything they can take to make themselves fatter.
We desperately need more leaders like, U.S. Representative Ron Paul, M.D. He has been the
only one willing to stand up and publicly expose what the hell is going on in A merica and how
American is being manipulated by global and foreign powers for their own profit gain. He has
been the lone sentinel, one of some 535 speaking out exposing the debauchery and tyranny of the
the last 232 years.
How long will it take for more enlighten leaders to stand up beside Dr. Paul and pull the sword of
sword of individual freedom from the rock of collectivism and tyranny?
"But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object evinces
a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off
such government, and to provide new guards for their future security. --Such has been the
patient sufferance of these colonies; and such is now the necessity which constrains them to
alter their former systems of government. The history of the present King of Great Britain is
a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having in direct object the establishment of
an absolute tyranny over these states. To prove this, let facts be submitted to a candid world."
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John R. Venrick
Enumclaw, Washington
Retired
The Boeing Company
30 years
Electrical, Manufacturing, Business Systems
B.S. Electrical/Electronics Engineering, Class of 1966 MSU
M.S. A pplied Science, Class of 1971
Majoring in Industrial Engineering
and Business A dministration

----- Original Message ----From: Maria_Cantwell@cantwell.senate.gov
To: jacksranch@skynetbb.com
Sent: Tuesday, June 10, 2008 8:02 AM
Subject: From the Office of Senator Cantwell

Dear Mr. Venrick,
Thank you for contacting me with your concerns about climate change. I appreciate hearing from you on what I believe is the
preeminent environmental challenge facing our generation and sincerely regret the delayed response.
As you know, scientists have conclusively determined that an ongoing buildup of greenhouse gas emissions, including carbon
dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide, is causing the Earth's climate to warm and could lead to drought, flooding, and other
catastrophic natural disasters. In Washington, climate change is expected to alter the region's historic water cycle, threatening
drinking water supplies, wildlife and salmon habitat, and the availability of emissions free hydropower. In fact, researchers have
found that temperatures in the Puget Sound region will rise about 2 degrees by 2050 and cascade mountain temperatures could
rise 10 degrees or more by 2090. Considering these potentially serious environmental and economic consequences, I believe that
the United States must urgently address this matter, in partnership with the rest of the world.
On December 19, 2007, the greenest, most important energy bill in our nation's history was signed into law. I am proud to have
helped craft the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (H.R. 6), which will help create cleaner, more diverse sources of
energy supply, build new growth industries that support high wage "green-collar" jobs, give consumers and businesses more
affordable energy choices, and protect our environment. This landmark energy legislation aggressively boosts energy efficiency
efforts by making our lighting and appliances more efficient and reducing the federal government's energy use. In addition, a
provision I authored was included which will make our electricity grid smarter and more efficient.
Under the new law, fuel economy standards will increase for the first time in over two decades to a nationwide average of 35
miles per gallon (mpg), up from 25 mpg today, by 2020 for all vehicles including SUVs and light trucks. By 2030, these
measures will displace the equivalent of one-third of our foreign oil needs, save American consumers at least half a trillion
dollars in energy costs, and reduce our nation's carbon dioxide emissions by the same amount as all of our vehicles on the road
produce today.
In addition to raising Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards, the new energy law includes mandates and incentives
for biofuels to become a greater part of our nation's total energy consumption. The bill increases the renewable fuels standard to
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36 billion gallons by 2022, of which at least 21 billion gallons must come from non-food feedstocks like agriculture and wood
waste. Increased energy production from domestic renewable resources will not only benefit the environment, but also provide
for new jobs in the farming and forestry industries. Together, these efforts will help reduce the amount of harmful emissions including those that contribute to global warming - while reducing our reliance on fossil fuels. I am also pleased that the Energy
Independence and Security Act contained my legislation banning manipulation in the oil and gasoline markets.
While I was pleased with the passage of this landmark energy legislation, there was a key provision I fought for - a tax package
extending and expanding incentives for alternative energy technologies - that was removed in the face of a presidential veto and
filibuster by the Senate minority. Refusing to let an opportunity to preserve and create over 100,000 green collar jobs and ensure
over $20 billion in domestic clean energy investments pass by, I recently led a successful effort to pass legislation in the Senate
that, if enacted, would extend clean energy tax incentives scheduled to expire at the end of 2008. On April 10, 2008, the
bipartisan Clean Energy Tax Stimulus Act (S. 2821), which I introduced with John Ensign (R-NV) just a week earlier, was
included as an amendment to the Foreclosure Prevention Act of 2008 (H.R. 3221) that passed the Senate later that day by a vote
of 88 to 8. This legislation, cosponsored by 43 of my Senate colleagues, would provide the continuation of clean energy
production incentives for wind, solar, and other renewable sources, and incentives to improve energy efficiency that will create
hundreds of thousands of jobs, save people and businesses money, and reduce energy costs over time.
While these energy measures provide critical tools necessary to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions, we also need federal
legislation that establishes scientifically based emissions caps. Unfortunately, I have concerns about the cap-and-trade
greenhouse gas reduction program legislation introduced so far in the Senate, including the Lieberman-Warner Climate Security
Act (S. 3038), because they unfairly penalize the Pacific Northwest's decades-old reliance on emissions free hydropower. In
addition, S. 3038 does not recognize that our state's hydropower system is mature and won't be able to add much more capacity
in coming years, thus any future electricity generation will be relatively more polluting. Some legislative proposals would also
effectively penalize Washington state for its years of aggressive energy efficiency measures, making any additional savings more
costly for Washington state relative to other parts of the country. Finally, I have strong concerns that some cap-and-trade
proposals could provide windfalls to historic greenhouse gas emitters, or allow excessive speculation and manipulation of
emission allocation trading markets. For decades, Washingtonians have been on the cutting edge of clean energy solutions and
energy efficiency, setting an example for the rest of the nation. I will continue working with my colleagues to craft legislation
that will cut our greenhouse gas emissions without punishing low carbon intensity states.
You may also be interested to learn that, on November 14, 2007, I introduced the Climate Change Adaptation Act of 2007 (S.
2355). This comprehensive legislation recognizes that the impacts of climate change are already occurring and will continue in
the coming decades even if we begin dramatically decreasing our greenhouse gas emissions today. If enacted, my bill will
require the President to develop a national strategy for addressing the impact climate change will have on our natural resources.
It will also specifically require the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to conduct vulnerability
assessments on the impacts of climate change on coastal and ocean resources, and prepare an adaptation plan for such resources.
The Climate Change Adaptation Act was unanimously approved by the Senate Commerce Committee on December 4, 2007, and
is awaiting consideration by the full Senate.
On May 27, 2008, I chaired an official Subcommittee on Oceans, Atmosphere, Fisheries and the Coast Guard hearing on the
Effects of Climate Change on Marine and Coastal Ecosystems in Washington state. During the hearing, I received testimony
from national and regional experts on the effects of climate change on the health of Puget Sound and oceans, and the impact
rising sea levels could have on Washington state communities. Washington is projected to sustain sea level rises up to two feet
by 2040, which would put 56 square miles of the state underwater and affect at least 44,429 residents - more than the current
population of Olympia. Also, almost half of our carbon dioxide emissions end up in our oceans, over half a trillion tons since the
start of the Industrial Revolution, which is making the water more acidic. Ocean acidification is detrimental to many ocean
organisms, including coral, and threatens to disrupt ocean habitats and coastal economies around the world, including
Washington state's trademark $3.5 billion fishing industry. When we combine the impact of ocean acidification with the
additional climate change effects of increasing ocean temperatures, changing winds and currents, and rising sea levels, the
impacts our carbon emissions have on marine environments like the Puget Sound are too devastating to ignore.
Like you, I am encouraged by growing momentum for developing solutions to climate change. As a member of both the Senate
Energy and Commerce Committees, I plan to continue learning more about the science of global warming and pushing the most
effective policies and regulations that could be implemented to help limit greenhouse gas emissions. Please be assured that I will
work with my colleagues to ensure that we seize this opportunity to move towards creating a cleaner, more diverse and secure

st

21 Century energy system.
Thank you again for contacting me to share your thoughts on this matter. Finally, you may be interested in signing up for my
weekly update for Washington state residents. Every Monday, I provide a brief outline about my work in the Senate and issues of
importance to Washington State. If you are interested in subscribing to this update, please visit my website at
http://cantwell.senate.gov. Please do not hesitate to contact me in the future if I can be of further assistance.
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Sincerely,
Maria Cantwell
United States Senator
For future correspondence with my office, please visit my website at
http://cantwell.senate.gov/contact/index.html
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